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best? According to The Soap and Detergent
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Association, the best choice is the one that suits
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General purpose laundry detergents are
available in liquid or powdered form. Liquid VACUUM CLEANERS
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concentrated, or ultra, form. Although packaged in
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power as their larger unconcentrated
counterparts. To determine the correct amount to
use, follow the label instructions and use the

Detergents are also available with or without. .

companion measuring cap or scoop.
A combination detergent is one detergent that fragrances and dyes.

does two jobs. Examples include a detergent with Light duty detergents, available in liquid or
built-in fabric softener, color-safe bleach, or powder form, are designed for hand or machine
bleach alternative. washing lightly soiled items, as well as for delicate

Other features, such as brighteners to help fabrics. Many are also ideal for baby clothes.
keep clothes white, enzymes to help remove Dishwashing liquids are formulated for washing
protein soils, compatibility with all water dishes, but some can be used for hand washing

delicate fabrics. Read label instructions to betemperatures and special formulations for infants'
laundry, enhance a detergent's performance. sure. They should never be used in an automatic

washer because they are high sudsing. .
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FOCUS ON WASHING MACHINES Association recommends increasing the amount of
Be Cycle Savvy detergent. Up to 50% more may be required,

depending on the degree of soil. With a cold
Flexible wash cycles and adjustable water levels, water soak, use liquid detergent. .

along with features such as automatic presoaks
and bleach dispensers, mean that today's
washing machines can be customized to match VACUUM CLEANERS

the size, fabric and soil level of the wash load. New Developments Inspire New Purchases
Start by selecting the proper wash cycle. The

permanent press cycle is designed for fabrics that Because it takes a very long time for a vacuum
need a cycle to minimize wrinkling. This includes cleaner to actually wear out, what prompts
fabrics made from man-made fibers, such as consumers to purchase replacement models?
polyester, nylon and acrylic, as well as those with According to The Soap and Detergent
a permanent press finish. Warmth and pressure Association, more features and better
create wrinkles. Therefore, to avoid the wrinkle- performance are the answers.
producing combination of warm water rinse and Weight is one motivating factor. Improvements
spin cycle pressure, permanent press cycles in manufacturing techniques, use of lightweight
provide only cold water rinses. To further plastics and improved air flow engineering have
minimize wrinkiing, some machines have a cool- made today's vacuums lighter and easier to use.
down phase so clothes do not go directly from a In addition, they can often out clean the older,
warm or hot wash to a cold rinse. heavier models.

The knit/delicate cycle is designed for sheer Versatility is another factor. Attached tool
fabrics, lace-trimmed garments, loosely knitted uprights combine the cleaning versatility of
fabrics, washable woolens and "hand-washables." canisters with the carpet cleaning capability of

Everything that doesn't fit into the preceding uprights. Hoses, wand attachments and on-board
two special categories belongs in the regular tools for cleaning crevices, upholstery and other
cycle. Basically, this means sturdy fabrics, specialized areas make this the most popular
generally cottons and linens, that do not have style of vacuum sold in the United States.
permanent press characteristics. Improved styling, including futuristic design and

The right water level is as important as the triangular heads for into-the-corners cleaning,
proper cycle. For best results, items must often inspire new purchases.
circulate freely. With too little water, poor Environmental factors, such as improved
cleaning, linting and excessive wear may occur. filtration and noise reduction, are just beginning to
Choose the "small" setting when the tub is less be issues. Bags with electrostatically charged
than one-third full of clothes and the "medium" inner liners that provide enhanced filtration
setting when the tub is from one-third to one-half characteristics are becoming more popular.
full. The water setting for the permanent press Industry experts predict that noise reduction will
cycle should never be less than "medium". become a value issue once the technology
Choose the "large" setting when the tub is from becomes cost-effective.

one-half to three-quarters full and the "extra large" Secondary vacuums, such as the hand vacuum,
setting when it is three-quarters to completely are increasingly in demand for areas where quick
full. cleanups are required. They are also used to

Presoaking improves cleaning by loosening dirt clean upholstery and smaller carpeted areas,
and grime from heavily soiled and stained clothes. including stairs. The corded version is the most
With the automatic presoak feature, the user does popular because it combines the convenience of a
not have to return to the machine to activate the hand vacuum with the power of a motorized brush
wash cycle. Because presoak and wash cycles roll. The non-corded versions are prized for their
use the same water, it also saves water. If the versatility and ease of use. .

presoak cycle is used, The Soap and Detergent
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TIPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

MISCELLANY A Quieting Trend in Dishwashers

Seeing Yellow Although durability, reliability and cleaning
performance are the prime considerations when

When a lustrous, full-bodied fabric begins to take selecting a new dishwasher, noise level is another
on a yellow tinge, the culprit may be the sizing, important aspect for many consumers.
reports The Soap and Detergent Association. The sound level on a dishwasher can be

Cellulose fibers, such as cotton, linen, rayon improved by lowering the volume and/or making it
and ramie, are soft by nature. As a result, they less irritating. Manufacturers use a combination of
are often sized with finishes that help impart the approaches to achieve satisfactory results. Some
desired shade, sheen and drape. As these sizings are relatively cost effective; others add
and starches react with oxygen, the fabric may considerable cost to the unit. Some techniques,
begin to yellow. This discoloration may occur such as sound dampening and water force
rapidly or after a long period of use or storage. reduction, may compromise the washing
Because heat and steam finishing can accelerate performance.
the oxidation process, discoloration may be more For most consumers, price is also a critical
noticeable after cleaning. factor in dishwasher selection. Adding noise-

There is nothing that can be done to prevent reduction features may increase the cost beyond
oxidation in the long term. However, relatively new what most consumers are willing to pay. However,
garments that exhibit this problem should be points out The Soap and Detergent Association
brought to the attention of the retailer. the location of the unit - island, under counter,

against a wall can significantly affect its noise
level. Other factors include the amount of

Touch and Blend vibration, the type of wall surface and what room
When it comes to blenders, the newest innovation is behind the wall.

- the touch pad - is both practical and
aesthetically pleasing.

From a design viewpoint, the touch pad gives New Fashions in Cast Iron

the blender a modern appearance that is Cast iron, once the work horse of down-home
compatible with the styling of other major cooking, is going gourmet, observes The Soap
appliances, such as microwaves and some and Detergent Association.
ranges. From a utilitarian viewpoint, it simplifies Upscale cooks appreciate cast iron for its time-
the cleaning process by eliminating the problem of tested qualities, including durability, even heat
dirt and food residue in the button area, explains distribution, excellent heat retention and good
The Soap and Detergent Association value. New design-oriented items, such as trays

Other convenience features (such as cord that form muffins or cornbread in a variety of
storage), security features (such as safety on/off shapes, Danish cake pans, square skillets, woks
switches), and performance features (such as and two-sided griddles, are finding favor in the
power boosts) may entice consumers to trade in gourmet market. One manufacturer of high-end
their old blenders. cookware offers a full line of enamel-coated

In a reversal of previous trends, these touch cookware at relatively popular prices. The enamel
pad blenders will have fewer speed options. More finish protects the cookware, helps retain its new
powerful features, such as a unit that can crush look and provides consumers with a lighter,
ice at any speed, makes multi-speed options thinner alternative to traditional cast iron
unnecessary. cookware.
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Cleaning Up Kitchen Clutter Innovations for A Better Brew

Kitchen pantries, cabinets and undersink areas Water filtration systems and the American
are magnets for clutter. Fortunately, declares The consumer's growing appetite for espresso are the
Soap and Detergent Association, new impetuses for new developments in the gourmet
developments in the storage market can help coffee market.

consumers keep these areas under control. A cup of coffee is 97% water, explains The
Wire storage units are available in a host of Soap and Detergent Association, so anything that

sizes and installation options. New versions have affects the taste of water will also affect the taste
more than one use or have been reconfigured to of coffee.

store the same number of objects in a smaller Consumers recognize that better water brews
space. Dinnerware units hold a full 16 piece set better coffee and many manufacturers are tapping
plus salt and pepper sets or other accessories. into this understanding. One company is
Multi-function units include a fry pan storage piece packaging its water filter with its most popular
that doubles as a drying rack for pans and lid coffee press, and offering both at the price of the
holders that mount in various ways. coffeemaker. Other products will include coupons

For upper cabinets and other hard-to-access for water pitchers.
places, pull down units for spice jars, drinkware Espresso/cappuccino machines are available in
and dishes open to eye level by way of a hinge- steam and pump models. One of the newest
type mechanism. features is a selector knob that allows the user to

Other innovations include wire spice racks with switch instantly from making espresso to frothing
adjustable shelves, vertically gliding wire grids for milk during brewing and back again.
cabinets and closets, frameless grids that fit tight
areas around plumbing pipes and wall-attached Manual Appliances
rails with S-hooks to hold pots, cutting boards and The back-to-basics attitude of many of today'sutensils.

consumers is creating a small, but noticeable,
interest in hand-operated appliances. Hand-New Eco-textiles
operated pasta machines, food processors, dough

From sheets and towels fashioned from cotton mixers, citrus juicers and tortilla makers are just a
actually grown in colors to attractive floor mats few of the appliances that can forego electrical
made from recycled tire rubber, earth-friendly energy for human energy.
products are making their way into the home The Soap and Detergent Association credits
textiles market, reports The Soap and Detergent this trend to the low price, easy clean-up and
Association. easy storage features of these appliances. While

Other exciting developments include Fortrel it is unlikely that manual products will ever outsell
Ecospun, a fiber made from 100% recycled post- electric products, cost-conscious consumers are
consumer plastic, and a water-based Teflon discovering that they offer a good price-value
Fabric Protector. The former is used in fiberfill for relationship. .

pillows, mattress pads and upholstered furniture,
apparel and crafts. The latter is 100% solvent
free. Earthwise is a yarn dyeing process that is
professed to be free from heavy metals and
formaldehyde. Colors are derived from
vegetables, insects, berries and flowers.

Tires are not the only things on the reuse
circuit. Manufacturers are producing lap shawls
made from recycled wool, chindi rugs made from
cotton shirt scraps and bath accessories from
recycled glass.
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TiPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

Q&A WHAT'S NEW?
> SDA Answers Your Questions

From fresh apples to hot applesauce in just four
Q: I have a few spots on my upholstery left minutes, from raw potatoes to hot soup in six
from holiday parties. Can you give me some minutes - these are just two of the quick and
suggestions for removing them? delicious products that can be made with the
A: It's important to use a cleaning product Cooking Stick Heated Blender.
formulated specifically for upholstery. Also, be Utilizing a four-speed motor and three different
sure to test the product on an inconspicuous area heat levels up to 650 watts, the heated blender
before trying to remove the stain. cooks as it chops and mixes. It comes with a

For upholstery, the spot removal technique is chopping attachment, a whipping disk and a book
critical. Read and follow the product's label of 100 recipes, including salad dressing and
directions and follow these tips: chicken a la king.
1. Apply the cleaner to a clean, white towel to (Mr. Coffee, Inc.; 24700 Miles Road;
prevent overwetting the upholstery. This will also Bedford Heights, OH 44146)
prevent forcing the stain deeper into the fabric
2. With the moistened towel, blot the cleaner onto
the stain. Do not scrub, as rubbing can damage Shower in style with a new dual shower head that
the fabric and may spread the stain. Work from provides water flow from multiple angles. The
the outside of the stain inward toward the center. Shower Sensation has a two-foot extendable arm
This will help keep the stain from spreading. with twin adjustable shower heads. The arm
3. After the stain is removed, blot the area dry adjusts vertically for height and horizontal
with a clean, dry white towel. Drying will help positioning. For added flexibility, each shower
prevent bleeding of the moistened area. head features an independent on/off valve to

control the water flow and meet individual
Q: I recently purchased a blouse made from preferences, such as keeping the hair dry or
one of the new microfibers. Do you have any rinsing the head and body simultaneously. Flow
advice about caring for it? restrictors allow the unit to comply with the 2.5
A: The new microfibers are synthetic fibers often gallon-per-minute maximum flow rate imposed by
made of polyester, rayon or nylon. Each fiber is some states and municipalities.
100 times finer than human hair. This fineness (Hydrokinetic Designs, Inc.; 3840 Alhambra Court;
gives the fabric its soft feel and makes it very Coral Gables, FL 33134)
lightweight. In addition, fabrics made from
microfibers are durable and usually easy to
care for. An innovative way to conserve water is based on

Most microfibers can be safely washed or the premise that clean water used to flush toilets
drycleaned. However, always check the care label could first be used to wash hands. The Lid is a
and follow the manufacturer's instructions. handwashing sink built into the lid of a normal
Sometimes the synthetic fiber is blended with commode. It offers easy access for children and
wool or cotton which may require special cleaning other people who find traditional sinks and faucets
procedures. difficult to use. Because the Lid puts a sink within

As the fibers get brushed during wearing, they their reach, small children may find it easier to
move to the surface creating a fuzzy texture on conform to the rules of good hygiene.
the fabric surface. This fuzziness can be removed (JENDE Innovations & Marketing Co.; 66 Jay St.;
with an electric shaver. Brampton, Ontario L6Z 3V4, Canada) .

Be careful when ironing or touching up
wrinkles. Since microfibers are synthetics, a low
temperature setting is necessary to prevent
damaging the fabric. .
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"KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS Before laundering tablecloths or other items that
have candle wax on them, remove the wax first,

Brass objects are often coated with a protective then launder. Scrape the wax off with a dull knife.
lacquer which can be removed by many cleaning Place the stain between clean paper towels and
products. Before cleaning, read and follow press with a warm iron. Replace the paper towels
manufacturer's instructions. When cleaning any frequently so they will absorb the wax. After
metal, it is best to use a product specifically removing as much wax as possible, place the
formulated for that metal. stain face down on clean paper towels. Sponge

any remaining stain with a prewash stain remover
or cleaning fluid; blot with paper towels. Let dry,

Large items, such as bedspreads, comforters and then launder using the hottest water safe for the
king size blankets should be washed alone or fabric. If any color remains, rewash using chlorine
laundered and dried in oversized machines for bleach, if safe for the fabric, or use a color-safe
best cleaning results. These machines are bleach.

available in most laundromats.

Clothes that stay in a dryer for awhile after they
A water softener can help a detergent do its job are dry, may become very wrinkled. To remove
because it inactivates the calcium and magnesium the wrinkles, wet a washcloth or a hand towel and
minerals that make water hard. Water softeners put it in the dryer with the wrinkled clothes. Run
come in two forms: powders and liquids. When the dryer for about 10 minutes, then remove the
using a water softener, add powders to the wash clothes. Most of the wrinkles should disappear. .

or rinse water. Add liquids to the rinse water only.

This newsletter is not copyrighted. The content may be used at will, with or without credit to The Soap and DetergentAssodation. Mention of
product names or manufacturers does not constitute an endorsementor guaranteeof performance or safety of such products by the Association
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